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CONDITIONS FOR RESTRICTED TRANSLATION

OPERATORS TO BELONG TO Sp

HARRY DYM AND ISIDOR SHAPIRO

Abstract. Let B be a Blaschke product, let P be the orthogonal projection

of L2(Rl) onto the left invariant subspace H2 Q BH2 and let E,: /(v)->

e_il"/(Y). Conditions are given on the roots of B for PE,P to belong to Sp,

0 < p < oo.

1. Introduction. This paper gives conditions for membership in Sp, 0 < p <

oo, for the operators Kt = PEtP, t > 0, in which E, designates multiplication

by e~'yt: EJiy) = e~'y'fiy), and P stands for the orthogonal projection of

L\RX) onto the "left invariant" subspace H2QBH2. Here H2 is the Hardy

space of class 2 over the upper-half plane, and

TT / l - y/uk \

is the Blaschke product with infinitely many roots [poles]

uk - ak + ibk    [«jf = ak- ibk],       bk > 0,

which are subject to the usual constraint

V bk        s

k=\   \uk\   + 1

Recall that Kt belongs to Sp, 0 < p < oo, if (1) it is compact, and (2) its s

numbers belong to lp. The í numbers, sxit),s2it), . . . , of Kt are the positive

square roots of the eigenvalues of K*K, arranged in decreasing size: j,(/) >

s2it) > . . . . Gohberg and Krein [2] is recommended for additional informa-

tion on these spaces.

Let

v      2bk
a = aB = hm sup ¿j- ,       a E R ,

\a\->x>   k=\   \uk - a\

and let
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ß = ßB — the abscissa of convergence of  2 e  *"'■
n=l

Amplification. If bx < b2 < . . . , then

ß = lim sup —7— ;
nfoo b„

see p. 45 of Widder [7].

The chief conclusions of this paper are:

Theorem 2. In order for Kt to belong to Sp, 0 < p < 00, it is sufficient that

t > [\(ß/p)   + Vä ]2, and it is necessary that t > max [(ß/p),a\.

Theorem 3. Kt belongs to Sp, 0 < p < 00, for every t > 0 if and only if

a = ß = 0.

Theorem 3 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2. The condition ß = 0

means that bn must tend to 00 rapidly enough as «foo so that 2™=xe~b"' < 00

for every / > 0. It is interesting to compare the conclusions of Theorem 3

with those of Koosis [3] and Lax [4] who proved that K, is compact for every

t > 0 if and only if a = 0 and limnîooèn = 00. The proof of Theorem 2 is given

in §4. It depends in part upon the following refinement of the Koosis-Lax

conditions for compactness.

Theorem 1. In order for Kt to be compact for a fixed / > 0, it is necessary

that t > a and limnîM b„ = 00, and it is sufficient that t > a and lim„Too£>n =

00.

This refinement must have been known to Moeller and Frederickson since

the estimates used in their paper [6] can be adapted to prove Theorem 1.

Nevertheless, since the result is not stated explicitly there, and the connec-

tions between their work and ours are not altogether transparent, a proof

seems to be called for. The details will be given in §3.

Finally, it should be noted that the space H2 © BH2 is the image under the

Fourier transform of the closed linear span in L2(0,oo) of the functions

e-'1**,       k= 1,2...,

augmented by

xe-iu$x x2e~'"**x xm~1e~""***

in case that uk is a root of order m of the Blaschke product B; see Lax [4] for

help with this. In this formulation Kt corresponds to left translation in the

amount t, and the fact that Kt is a semigroup of bounded operators: Kl+S =

KtKt becomes transparent. The semigroup property implies that Kl+S belongs

to Sp, 0 < p < 00, for every s > 0 as soon as Kt does.
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2. Preliminaries. In this section a number of facts and elementary estimates

are prepared for future use.

Notation. Hx,H2,H°°, denote the Hardy spaces of classes 1,2 and oo,

respectively, over the upper half-plane, w* = a — ib denotes the complex

conjugate of w = a + ib, and the limits of integration in all unmarked

integrals such as //(y) dy are ±00. The orthogonal projection of L\R ') onto

H2 [H2 9 BH2] is designated by p [P].

Lemma 1. K, = pE,P and Kl+S = KtKsfor s,t > 0.

Proof. An easy computation shows that ¡pE,P maps H2 © BH2 into itself.

Therefore K, = PE,P = PipEtP = p£,P. This justifies the first assertion. The

second is self-evident from the remarks in the introduction. For a direct proof

in the language of K, see Dym [1].

Lemma 2. The set of functions

[b/T   "    1 - y/uk   IUi)=V^   II   ,    J.Uiy-<»*),     « = l,2,...,
* = /i1 - yA*

« a« orthonormal basis for H2 ö ß//2.

Proof. The orthonormality is an easy consequence of Cauchy's formula.

The completeness proof is slightly more involved and rests upon the observa-

tion (which the reader may verify directly) that if / £ H2 © BH2, then

/ = Bg* with g E H2G BH2 (see Dym [1] for details). Therefore,

/r,(r)[/M]^"^/(n^f/(r-«,))?(^

= 2 c*«K)     (<* * o),
*=i

assuming, for the sake of a simpler exposition, that the roots of B are distinct;

otherwise some derivatives will intervene. But this makes it plain that if / is

orthogonal to all the <bn, n = 1,2, . . . , then g must vanish at all points w„,

n = 1,2, ... . This exhibits g as an element of both BH2 and H2 © BH2.

Hence g = 0 and / = Bg* = 0.

Lemma 3. Let Pn denote the orthogonal projection onto the closed linear span

of <bk, k > n, and let

™- A(^t)-
Then
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\\KtP„\\< e-bt / inî\Bn(a + ib)\

for any choice of b < ini{bk: k > n).

Proof. This bound is essentially due to Koosis [3] and may be deduced

from the formula

||A,/M|= sup
/

,'V

Bn(y)
/(Y) dy /^'Mlr'.

for the norm of K,Pn = pE,PPn = pE,Pn = P„E,Pn by displacing the line of

integration into the upper half-plane. The formula for the norm is implicit in

the work of Koosis [3]; an explicit proof may also be found in Dym [1]. The

stated identification of K,Pa follows from Lemmas 1 and 2.

Lemma 4. The bounds

2bv
exp

to - a 1 -Ô2 .

< exp

1 - ib/ (u* - a)

1 - ib/ (a - a)

2bv

to - a
1 +

1

prevail for every pair of points a + ib, and u> = u + iv in the open upper

half-plane with b/v < 5 < 1.

Proof. This is a refinement of an estimate due to Koosis [3] and is similar

in content to Lemma 4 of [6]. The details can be carried out much as in the

proof of Lemma 3 of Dym [1]. Indeed you have only to set £ = ib and

f = w - a in that paper, and to check that the real part of a||/f| is bounded

by 52(1 - Ô2)"1 since only the summands with odd index in the sum on the

top of p. 396 in [1] intervene.

Lemma 5. If lim¿í00e¿. = ce, then for any e > 0 and any 0 < 8 < 1, there

exists an n0 such that \\KtPn\\ < exp{-8bn[t - (a + e)(l — S2)-1]} for every

n > n0.

Proof. Given e and <3 choose n0 so large that b < 8bk for k > n0 and

1^=n2bk/\uk - a\2 < a + e for n > n0. Then, by Lemma 4,

!*„(«+ «Of'< exp    2
2bb,

(1-82)-
k = n   Ml  —  a\

< exp{è(a + e)(l - 82)   '}

for n > nQ. To finish, invoke Lemma 3 with b = 8bn.
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Lemma 6. The eigenvalues \kit), k = 1,2, . . . , of K, are in 1:1 correspon-

dence with the roots uk, k = 1,2, . . . , of B:

\it) = e-**'.

The corresponding system of root vectors is complete.

Proof. In the case of distinct roots it is easily checked that Kt\pk = \k\j/k

with Xk = Xkit) = exp(- /w¿0 and <^(y) = (y - «jf)-1.

If, say, ux has multiplicity p, i.e., w, = w2 = • • • = a , then the corre-

sponding root vectors are given by

>My) = (7 - w*)~*,       fc- l,...,/>,

and a routine calculation, based upon the fact that

*   dy

(K'^)'ff—{V^)    2%
1 jk-\

(k - 1)!   dyk-\

,h>

y — to
y = uf

for points « in the open upper half-plane, leads to the identity

2 W-^*,
j-x (k-j)\

This exhibits \px, . . . , \¡/p as root vectors associated with the eigenvalue

exp(-/'w*/). The full set of root vectors is complete in H2 © BH2 because

any / in that space which is orthogonal to all of them belongs to both BH2

and H2 © BH2 and so must vanish.

3. Conditions for compactness. The next two lemmas are due to Koosis [3].

For the sake of completeness and the convenience of the reader, new and

somewhat quicker proofs will be given.

Notation. if,g) denotes the standard inner product ffg* in L2.

Lemma 7. Let Pn denote the orthogonal projection introduced in Lemma 3.

Then Kt is compact if and only if ||A",Pn|| -» 0 as nfoo.

Proof. If \\KtPn\\ ̂ 0, as n|oo, then K, = K,il - Pn) + K,Pn can be

approximated in norm by the finite dimensional operator

K,il- Pn):f^if4k)Kt<bk,
k=\

and so K, must be compact. Conversely, if Kt is compact, then for every

choice of n, n = 1,2, ... , there exists an element u„ in P„iH2 9 BH2) with

lluJI = 1 suchthat
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F,^|| = F^"J = F(«n||-

Moreover, the bound

|(Wn,g)|2=|(Mn,p„g)|2<l|png||2= 2 |(^)|2.
k-n

which is valid for every g G L2, implies that un tends weakly to zero in L2 as

«fco. Hence,

lim \\KtPn\\ = lim \\K,un\\ = 0,
«Too «Too

since Kt is compact, and the proof is complete.

Lemma 8. // K, is compact then lim^è^ = ce.

Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 6 since the eigenvalues of an

infinite dimensional compact operator must tend to 0.

Proof of Theorem 1. The sufficiency is immediate from Lemma 7 and the

bound of Lemma 5: You have only to choose e and 8 in the latter so as to be

positive and yet small enough so that 0 < (a + e)(l - S2)-1 < /. The proof

of necessity is adapted from Moeller and Frederickson [6]. A basic ingredient

is an observation credited to Lax [4], [5] (although he credits it to Miintz and

Szász), which in our notation amounts to the identity

\Bn(a + ib)\ -||(/ -/>„)<p||2

for tp = <p(y) = (b/ir)x/2(y - u*)~x and to = a + ib with b > 0. Because of

it,

e-»-\\e->°\\\2-pEt<p\\3

= \\KlPn<p + »El(I-Pn)<p\\2

<\\K,PH§ + \BH(a + ib)\

[       k = n   \(,3k — a\     \ \  -  0     I )

presuming, as you may in view of Lemma 8, that \b/bk\ < 8 < 2 for k > n

and n large enough. But this implies that

e~bi <||A-,Pn||+exp{-a¿>(l -62)"'(1 - 252)},

and so, because of Lemma 7, you have only to let «too, and ô|0, in that

order, to complete the proof.
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4. Proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of sufficiency. The assumptions imply, in particular, that / > a

and that limntaob„ = oo. Therefore A", is compact, by Theorem 1, and you

may assume that the roots are indexed so as to have bx < b2 < .... Now the

minimax characterization of eigenvalues implies that the nth í number of K,

is subject to the bound snit) < ||Â,Pn||.Therefore, by Lemma 5, you see that

for any e > 0 and 0 < 8 < 1 there exists an n0 such that

[s„it)]P< exp{ -P8bn[t - (a + e)(l - S2)"']}

for all n > n0. Consequently, 2"_, [s„it)]p will converge for

I 2 cxp[P8bkia + e)(l- S2)"')

t > lim sup -
«Too P°nb

as follows from the formula for the abscissa of convergence for Dirichlet

series; see p. 45 of Widder [7]. But now the right-hand side is

[\ogn + p8b„ia + e)i\ -Ô2)"']

< lim sup -—-
«Too Pbnb

_ß_       ja + e)        ß       a + e

^ p8       i _ s2   ^ P8       1-8'

and so in order for Kt to belong to 5^ it suffices to have

t > ß/P8 + a/(l - 8)

for some choice of 0 < 8 < 1. The final condition is attained by choosing Ô

so as to minimize the right-hand side.

Proof of necessity. To begin with, K, must be compact and so, by

Theorem 1, you must have t > a. Moreover, by Lemma 6 and p. 41 of

Gohberg and Krein [2], it is also necessary that

2 e-»-*= I \K(')\P< oo
«=1 n=l

and, hence, that pt > ß. The proof is complete.
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